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URBANISATION

The big picture
This chapter is about urbanisation - the rise in the % of people living in
towns and cities. Here's the big picture ...

• 300 years ago, a small % of the world's population lived in urban areas.

• Then the Industrial Revolution began, and spread from the UK to other
countries. People flocked into towns and cities to work in factories.

• Today, many countries are highly urbanised. For example in the UK,
80% of us live in urban areas.

• The % urban is lowest in Africa and Asia - but is increasing fast.

• Hundreds of millions of people around the world live in slums.

• We are trying to make cities better places to live in.

Your goals for this chapter
By the end of this chapter, you should be able to answer these questions:
• What do these terms mean?

rural area urban area urbanisation

• What was the Industrial Revolution ? Where did it start ? About when ?

• How did the Industrial Revolution affect Manchester?

• The Industrial Revolution led to an increase in urbanisation in the UK

and other countries. Why ?

• What is the pattern of urbanisation around the world ?
(Give at least three facts.)

• What are the benefits and disadvantages of living in urban areas ?
(See how many you can give.)

• What are slums ? Why do they form ? What are they like ?

, • What does sustainable mean ? And in what ways is Masdar City
sustainable ? (Give at least four ways.)

E And then... <

When you finish the chapter, come back here and see if you have met your goals!
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Your chapter starter

Look at the photo on page 30. What does it show ?
How did this place get to be like this ?
In what ways is it different from your place ?

Would you like to live in a place like this ? Why ... or why not ?
In which country do you think this place is ? (Hint: 5 letters, last letter is 'a;)

So you're off-then/
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How our towns and cities grew
Today, more than half of all humans live in towns and cities.
How did this come about ?

Once upon a time
We take towns and cities for granted. But 10 000 years ago, there weren't any!
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Once upon a time, our ancestors lived
by hunting, and eating wild fruit and
seeds. So they were always on the
move, looking for food.

Then about 12 000 years ago, they
realized that they didn't have to eat
everything straight away. They could
store seeds - and even p/anfthem.

5o we movec) out of <?

^;the cgve Igst week. Super.<

D"M Roft^i^
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I'll swop these
for them.
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Look whg-t I mg4e.
They're for feet.

T
Farming meant they could settle in
one place. So over time, clusters of
dwellings grew. It was the start of
settlements.

When farmers grew more than they
needed, they would swop it.
(Or, after money was invented, sell it.)
So markets developed.

... 50 -the stegm makes
the wheel go roun4.

Ahhh. I see.
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I be hgppy hei-e with
my scythe.

But for thousands of years, most
people continued to live in rural areas,
as farmers. They went into town only
for fairs.

Then came the Industrial Revolution
(about 1760 to 1 840). It began in the
UK. Machines were invented which
would change everything.

It was the start of farming. They
began to grow crops, and then to
rear animals. Wild sheep were the firs
animals to be domesticated.
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Villages grew around markets. Some
were in good locations, and grew in
market towns, where you'd find ma
non-farming activities.

'•'.•'.',

Factories using the machines sprar
up - usually in or close to towns,
because they needed workers.
At the same time ...
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...farming was changing. New crops
and farming practices meant farms
could produce much more food than
before - with fewer workers.

So people poured in from rural areas,
looking for work in the new factories.
The towns exploded in size. Some
grew into cities.

Industry spread to other European
countries, and the USA. So their towns

and cities grew rapidly too. New forms
of transport helped.
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From around 1950, the growth of
towns and cities slowed down in

Europe and the USA ... but took off
on other continents. Today. ..

It's urbanisation!

... it's happening fastest in Africa and
Asia. People are pouring into towns
and cities from rural areas, as they
once did in the UK - but faster.

Today about 54% of humans live
in urban (built-up) areas. By 2050
we think the figure will be 70%.
Where will it all end?

So, in countries all over the world, the percentage of people living in towns and
cities is growing. This change is called urbanisation. And look at the numbers:

• 200yearsago,justover5%of us lived in towns and cities. Or about <
52 million people.

• Today, around 54% of us do. And there are far more of us - so that's about
3913 million people.

This represents a huge change in how we humans live. You'll find out more
about it in the rest of this chapter.

Dj(i you know?

M3=.'£-
^^ But^sma//ones'"."'"

'~s^'
d^ dwellers.

Your turn

1

2

3

Our ancestors were hunter gatherers.
What does that mean?
Write definitions for these terms from the text: d
a settlement b market town

Changes in farming helped the Industrial Revolution to get
going. See if you can explain why.

4 Explain clearly what these terms mean:
a urban area b rural area c urbanisation

D 5 Might we become 100% urban, one day? Give your reasons.

6 And now .. . write a letter to one of your hunter-gatherer
ancestors, describing the big changes in the way we live,
since he or she was around. At least 50 words !
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Manchester's story - part 1
In this unit and the next, we take Manchester as our example
for urbanisation in the UK.

Manchester's early history
Manchester began with the Romans ! Around 79 AD, they built a fort near
a crossing point on the River Medlock. They called it Mamucium.
A settlement grew up around the fort. When the Romans left, it remained.
And by the 13th century, Manchester had become a market town.
Then in the 14th century, some Flemish weavers settled in Manchester.
It was the start of a tradition of making wool and linen cloth. People did the
spinning and weaving in their homes.

The cotton mills arrive
By 1760, Manchester's population was about 17 000. Then two things happened:

The Industrial Revolution came along. And many of the new machines that
were invented were for spinning and weaving fibres to make cloth.
Cotton fibre began to be imported into Liverpool, which was connected by
river to Manchester. So cotton could be brought to Manchester by boat.

Manchester, with its cloth-workers, was an ideal place for cotton mills. They
sprang up everywhere. So did factories for dyeing and printing the cloth, and
making mill machinery. Later, many other industries would join them.

Population explosion
People poured in from the rural areas around Manchester to work in the mills
and factories. They came from other parts of Britain too. And later, many would
arrive from Ireland, when it was in the grip of a terrible famine.
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So the population grew and grew. In 1853, with its population over 300 000,
Manchester became a city.

A

A This was once a cotton warehouse. The
merchant was doing well! It opened in ?85(
Today it's an hotel.

V This painting shows Manchester in 185/
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What about the workers ?

Life was not so great forthe workers.

Speculators built cheap houses to rent to
them, close to the mills and factories.

Most were in terraces, crammed into
narrow streets. Most had only two rooms
- one up, one down. They had no running
water. People shared outdoor privies (toilets)
with dozens of others.

Taller housing was built in courtyards off
Manchester's main streets. These buildings
were called tenements. People would be
packed in everywhere, including the cellars.
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Slums

Over time, the areas of workers' housing became slums. Soot and fumes from
the factories polluted the air. Smelly slimy rubbish lay everywhere. Disease was *—
rife. Over half of the children born in the slums would die before age five.

From 1848 onwards, laws were passed to force landlords to make improvements.

Manchester spreads outwards
Meanwhile the factory owners, and merchants, and speculators, and bankers,
grew wealthy. As the city became more crowded, they moved out to its edges,
into large and comfortable homes. So Manchester spread further and further.

Manchester was not alone

Manchester was not the only place in the UK to change like this. London,
Liverpool, Birmingham, Glasgow, and several other cities also grew fast - and
developed slums - as industries flourished.

^^1
A Housing for the workers. Many terraces
were back-to-back: the houses were joined to
each other on three sides.
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^- If you had lived in Manchester in the 19th century, you might have
worked in a mill. Around 20% of the workers were under 14.
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Your turn

1

2

3

Where is Manchester? Describe its location as clearly as 4
you can. Page 139 may help.

Manchester became the world's top city for cotton weaving.
They called it Cottonopolis. See if you can pick out:
a one geographical factor b one social factor
which helped to make it a success. 5

It is 1857. You are a journalist from Canada, visiting
Manchester. Write a report for your newspaper, giving your
first impressions of the city. Try for at least 40 words.

a What are speculators ? (Glossary ?)
b Why did they build such small houses?
c What are s/ums?

d The slums were horrible. So why didn't people just leave,
and go back to the rural areas?

This unit describes the urbanisation of Manchester.

a Why did the urbanisation take place?
b Who do you think gained most from it? Give reasons.
c Do you think anyone lost out completely? If yes, who?
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Manchester's story - part 2
Did Manchester keep on growing ? Find out here!

Manchester's changing population
This graph shows how Manchester's population
changed. Look at its shape.
a lt's1801.The Industrial Revolution is underway.

Manchester's population is around 70 000.
b See how the line rises steeply as people flood

into Manchester. And new babies add to the
urban population.

c Growth peaks at around 1931. At this point,
the population is around 766 000.

d Shock, horror. The population is falling!
e It is 2001.The population has shrunk to about

393 000. Help!
f Up we go again. Phew!

Why did the population fall ?
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Manchester sold cloth and other
goods all over the world. But other
countries began to make the same
things, and sell them more cheaply.

So Manchester's factories could not
compete. They shut down one by one.
People lost their jobs. Morale was low.
Crime rates rose.

People had to move to other towr
and cities to find work. Often the^
were the people with most skills.
Some even emigrated.

The other industrial cities in the UK suffered in just the same way.

Why is the population rising again ?
Hard work was needed, to help Manchester recover from its decline.
Most of its industry had gone for good. So the city leaders had to find ways
to regenerate the city. The notes on photo B tell you about the changes that
began around 30 years ago, and are still going on.

Djd you know ?
tManch^erUn^
^^fo^;;;';;;

l^y words'.
I
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I It has a growing reputation |
I for music and culture too. |

Manchester is being promoted as a great
place for sport. Its famous football clubs
help. Spot the football stadium !

\. ^ I It now has lots of entertainment,
I and places to eat.
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It now has many thousands of
businesses providing services,
including internet services.
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The canal - which once brought
coal for the factories - has been
cleaned up. Many trees have
been planted..
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Today, as you saw from the graph, Manchester's population is growing again.

What about the rest of the UK?

As you saw in the last unit, other cities across the UK grew too, as industries
developed. They declined as factories closed. And like Manchester, they havg»
had to work hard to regenerate themselves.

Today, towns and cities in the UK are still growing - but far more slowly than
100 years ago. Around 80% of people in the UK now live in urban areas.
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The old industrial park,Trafford
Park, has been cleared to make
way for new businesses.
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The graph shows how the population of Manchester changed
between 1801 and 2011. Describe how it changed over that
period, in less than 30 words.

Manchester started to decline around 1931.
What does decline mean?

'• Why did the city decline7

The fall in population from 1931 left Manchester less
crowded. But it worried the city leaders. Try to explain why.

& >

5

A

To help regenerate the city, the city leaders promoted sport.
s: What does regenerate mean ?
?3 Try to explain how a sport like football can help to bring

money into a city. Give at least two examples.

Now, from the notes on the photo above, choose two more
ways in which Manchester has changed since the 1980s.
Explain how those two changes helped the city.

Is the regeneration of Manchester working? Give evidence!

I

Ill
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Urbanisation around the world

Most peoplejn the UK live in urban areas. Is it the same in
other countries ? Find out here.

A map of urbanisation around the world
In Unit 3.3 you saw that 80% of people in the UK live in urban areas.
What about the rest of the world ? Look at map A and its colour key.
The deeper the shade, the higher the % in urban areas.
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Key
urban population

over 80%
60-80%
40-60%
20-40%
under 20%

no data

cities

over 10 million
5-10million

a 1-5million

Some cities are marked on the map too: the ones with at least 1 millian people.
Look for the cities with over 10 million people. Some of these have far more than
10 million. For example Shanghai, in China, has over 24 million people.

Most cities are smaller
Map A shows only the cities with at least 1 million people.
In fact more than half of the world's urban dwellers live in
towns and cities with fewer than 500 000 peop/e. These are
not shown on the map because it would be too crowded.
In the UK, only two cities have over 1 million people
(Birmingham, 1.07 million and London, 8.31 million).
And only one has over 5 million people (London).

^- As more and more people move in,
cities spread outwards - and upwards.
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What about the future ?

Map A is for the world tdday. But in 2050 it will look
different. Why? Because ...

• All over the world, every year, millions of people are
still moving from rural areas into urban areas.

• At the same time, lots of new babies are being born
in the urban areas.

• Today, around 54% of the world's population lives in
urban areas. It is likely to be 70% by 2050.
The % of the population that's urban is lower in
Africa and Asia than in the other continents.

But it is rising fast.

• By 2050, most of the world's new babies will be born
in cities in developing countries.

Is urbanisation a good thing ?
For many people, cities are brilliant.
Lots of friends, exciting things to do, and
types of work you won't get in rural areas.

But for many city dwellers around the world,
life is not so great. Many live in poverty, and
in appalling conditions.

Find out more about the pros and cons of
urbanisation in later units.
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A Yes, we're enjoying ourselves.

Your turn

1 Look at map A.

.:; Which continent has the lowest % urbanisation?
Name a large country in South America where at
least 80% of the population lives in urban areas.
Name a country where:

less than 20% of the population lives in urban areas
ii more than 80% of the population lives in rural areas

d Write a sentence about the level of urbanisation
in Russia. 1E^

2 Look at bar chart B. ,(
a About how big was the world's population in 201 1 ?
b About how big is it predicted to be by 2050 ?
c What has happened to the number of people living in

urban areas since 1950 ?
d In 2050 will there be more people in rural areas, or

fewer, than there were in 2011 ?

3 Governments like to know what % of their populations
are living in rural areas. Suggest a reason for this.
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Why do people move to urban areas ?
Here you'll think about the reasons why people
move from rural to urban areas today.

Making the move
Every year, millions of people leave rural areas, to move to towns and cities.
Why do they move ? Look at these examples.
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Sylvie, London, UK
I was born in a little village in Yorkshire. It's lovely - but so
quiet! It was a long bus ride to school.
Then I went to art college in London. And that's where
I live now. I'm a fashion designer.
I love going back home to visit. It's so peaceful. But I could
not live there. I'd be bored! Anyway, London is the place to
be, for a career in fashion. I have lots of contacts here.
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Three friends, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
We've been friends since we were little. We grew up in
the same village. We used to talk about going to Rio, and
earning loads and watching football.
We've been here for six years now. Not earning loads, but
life is good. Joel (on the right) is married. Viktor (middle)
saved like crazy to go to college. I work for a tour company.
It's okay, Rio gets lots of tourists.
Life in the city has hassles - but it's more fun than the
countryside. Give me the city any day.
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Lan, Hanoi, Vietnam
I'm from the country. I do miss my village - but my family
were so poor. I had no option but to leave.
I like the city. I like making snacks, and business is good
on this street. I always send money home. My parents are
quite old now and they depend on me.
I am getting married to Huy soon. He's from my village too,
and he's a taxi driver. We'll never be able to buy a flat - but
we'll be okay.
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Shimaz, Dhaka, Bangladesh

I'm 19.1 came to Dhaka two years ago to help my family,
because they are very poor. I work in this factory 6 days
a week, making clothing for shops in the UK.

I make $20 a day (about £11.50) and send half home to
;, mum. I'm really glad I can do this.

Life is not easy here - but I do like having freedom, and
my own money. Back in my village, I'd be married by now.

, I have good friends in the factory. We share a dorm.
On our day off we go around the market.

i.

Osakwe and his family. Lisa, Nigeria
We're moving to Lagos next week, the whole family.

I've tried to make a go of the farm. But we had floods
the last few years, and everything rotted. It's hopeless.
They say it's climate change.

I want my children to have a better life. I don't want them
to be farmers. The schools here are no good. I think Lagos
will be better.

t

My brother lives there, and says we can stay with him till
we get on our feet. I don't want to be a burden to him.
I'm sure I'll find something to do.

Push and pull factors
People may feel forced to move from rural areas, for example by poverty.
Factors that drive you away are called push factors.

But some places attract people because they offer a lot of advantages. ^
For example, well-paid work, or a chance for education.
Factors like these are called pull factors.
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Your turn

1 What is: a a push factor b a pull factor?
2 a Make a big table with headings like this:

Nn^M-es pK.sh -factors. PU.LL -fa&tors

b Now fill it in for the five photos in this unit.
See how many push and pull factors you can identify.

c Compare your table with your partner's. Did you both
come up with the same factors?

3 Choose three different push factors for the people in this unit.
See if you can put them in order, strongest one first.

4 Some people move the other way. For example, a high crime
rate might drive them from the city. See if you can think of:
a three other push factors that might drive people from

a city to a rural area
b three pull factors that might attract people from the

city to a rural area
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It's not all sunshine!

Life in urbah areas brings many benefits. But there are
problems too. Find out more here.

Do we like towns and cities ?
Yes! We humans do like towns and cities. Over half of the world's
population live in urban areas.
Here are some benefits of living in urban areas.
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But there are disadvantages too. Look:
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Making towns and cities more sustainable
Something is sustainaBle if it will benefit us socially and economically,
into the future, and not harm the environment.

We can make towns and cities more sustainable - more pleasant to live in,
with less pollution, less energy waste, and less hassle. Here are some ways:

• build energy-efficient homes that need little or no heating in winter
and are cool in summer - and make them cheap to buy or rent!

• cut car use by having brilliant public transport with low ticket prices;
and cycle tracks; and safe and pleasant walkways

• reduce travel times build homes closer to workplaces, and vice versa

• go greener more trees, parks, green roofs

• provide more for young people to do a place where you can follow
your interest, whatever it is (acting, music, carpentry, programming . ..)
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A Do you think this skate park counts as
sustainable development?
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A From 2018, all new London taxis must be able to use
hydrogen as fuel. The only waste it produces is water.

A Green roofs (roofs with plants) soak up carbon dioxide. Some
plants can remove other harmful gases too.

Your turn

1

2

Look at the benefits of living in urban areas, on page 42, 3
a Which three benefits appeal to you most ?

Write them in order, the most appealing first.

-• Would they be strong enough to pull you into, or 4
keep you in, a city? 5

Now look at the disadvantages.
a Pick out the three that would be the most likely to put 6

you off the city.
b Would they stop you living in the city?

a Imagine you are an elderly retired person. Choose the
three push factors most likely to drive you from the city.

b Is your answer the same as for question 2a ?

What does sustainable mean?

How does planting green roofs help to make a city more
sustainable? (There may be several answers!)

What changes would make the place you live in more
sustainable? See what ideas you can come up with.
(No silly ones!)
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Life in the slums

Life in the city can be difficult. If you live in a slum, it's even more
difficult. Find out more about slums here.

Don't forget...
Even 100 years ago, the UK had some appalling slums. You read about
Manchester's on page 35. Today, many cities around the world have slums.

Over 860 million people live in slums
Today, cities are growing fastest in developing countries. The people who
flock to them are mostly poor. So they end up living in slums.
In some slum areas, the housing was once okay. But it has been neglected
for so long that it is in really poor condition.
Other slums are made up of shacks which people built for themselves, using
any materials they could find. The shacks have no running water or toilets.
These slums are usually called shanty towns.
In fact aboufone-t'hf'rd of the urban population in developing countries is living
in slums. That's over 860 million people. A great many of them are children.

Osakwe in Lagos
Lagos is Africa's largest city. Around two-thirds of its people live in slums.
On page 41 you met Osakwe, who was heading there. What did he find ?

My first week in Lagos
Here we are in Lagos. In Agege, a slum, with my brother Amadi. Never
have I seen so many shacks!
There are nine of us in his two rooms, so it's crowded. But we have
electricity! We didn't have it in my village. It's on for a few hours.-jnost
days. You never know when it will go off.
There's a water tap a few minutes away. The nearest latrine is down
the track. It's a hole in the ground behind a bamboo screen. There is
always a queue.
And the rubbish! People just throw rotting stuff into the gully in the
lane. There are flies and dogs everywhere. I'm worried the children will
fall ill. I can't afford a doctor.
Amadi is a porter in the market. Eki - his wife - has a food stall.
They work so hard. He thinks I should try the market too.
I must find something soon, and a place of our own to live in.
must forget about school for the children for now. I am sad about that.
hope life will be better for us here ... but I'm not sure it will.
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Tackling the slum problem
Around the world, city councils are working hard to tackle the slum problem.
There are different approaches:

new housing In some places they build blocks of new flats, and move
people into them at low rents, and clear the old shacks away.

self-help In some places, they give people building materials, and some
training.Then people build their own, improved, homes.

better services In some places they leave the housing in place, but
provide reliable water and electricity supplies, and a sewage system,
and rubbish collection. Those make life so much much better.

But it all costs money. And every day, more people arrive. The city councils
don't have much money. So it's a non-stop struggle.

It will take many years to solve the world's slum problem.
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A New shacks for slum dwellers in South Africa.
The roofs have solar panels, to give electricity.
The walls are packed with materials to keep the inside
coo/. Rain is collected from the sloping roof.

^- A cable car system to help shanty-town dwellers
in Medellin, Colombia. It gives easy and cheap

access to the city, where there's work.
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Remind me. What's a s/um? Write down your answer.

Osakwe is now in Lagos. and not too happy.
List the problems which he faces at this point.
What do you think would improve his situation most7

Compare photos A. B and E with the photo of Manchester
on page 35.

What similarities, if any. can you see7
- What are the differences? (Don't forget factories!)

t,

s

1

I.

rr

Draw a sketch of the building shown in photo A. Then add
labels to say:
7 what it is made of b what size you think it is

what might be inside ':" what's probably not inside

What are: S. shanty towns7 .'; favelas7

Look at photos C, D and E. They show some ways to improve j
the lives of slum dwellers. Which improvement appeals to you (

most? Explain your choice. J
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A city of the future ?
What if you could build a brand new sustainable city?
It is happening in Abu Dhabi. Find out more here.

Starting from scratch
Suppose you could start from scratch, and build a new and sustainable city.
That is what's happening in Abu Dhabi.
Abu Dhabi is part of the country called the United Arab Emirates, or UAE.
It is wealthy, thanks to oil. But now it is thinking about the future, when oil
may run out.

In 2006 it decided to build the world's most sustainable city. It is called
Masdar City. Part of it is open already. It will be finished by 2025.

Masdar City: the challenges
Masdar City is in a hot, dry, and sunny place - the desert! Its aims are to:
• say no to fossil fuels and instead use solar power for electricity
• keep cool by planning streets and buildings to createshade, and breezes
• be walkable with everything close by: homes, work, shops, entertainment
• allow high population density with buildings close together-but not

usually more than five storeys tall
• have car-free streets by providing slick electric public transport
• minimise waste for example by recycling waste water to water the

trees and other plants. (The water for this city in the desert is obtained by
desalinating sea water.)

A place to learn from
Masdar is just a small city. It plans to have 40 000 residents, and 50 000 others
commuting there to work.
But it aims to have a big impact on the world. At the Masdar Institute,
world-class research is going on into ways to make cities more sustainable.
One day, its findings may improve a city near you !
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Your turn

1 Masdar City is 1 1 miles from Abu Dhabi city. Where is Abu 4
Dhabi city? Give its full address, including the continent!

2 Look at the aims of Masdar City.
a First, write them out in what you think is their order ^| 5

of importance. (Just the bold words.)
b Then give reasons for your first choice.

3 Suggest a reason why Masdar City ...
a has banned taps and light switches 6
b wants its streets to be car-free 7

Masdar City runs on solar power. Unlike oil, solar power is
o renewable resource. The drinking water is obtained from sea
water by desalination. Explain the three terms in blue.
Which ideas from Masdar City do you think...
a could easily be copied in cities in the UK?
b are not really needed in the UK? Why not?
c would be too hard to use in our cities? Why?
Which feature of Masdar City appeals to you most? Why?
Would you like to live in a city like Masdar City? Give reason
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A Solar panels provide the electricity for
the city.

A There are no taps or light switches.
Sensors detect when you want to use
water, or en ter a dark room.

A. Masdar City aims to be car-free of street
level. They tried out these driverless electric
pods for travelling under the city.
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A At the Masdar Institute, people
research ways to make cities more
sustainable.
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A. The city is on a platform, so that cool breezes can flow below it. Everything is close by,
to encourage walking and cycling. There are no cars on the streets.

V Streets are narrow, for shade, and laid out to create
cooling breezes. So it feels at least 15 "C cooler here than
outside the city.
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V Public spaces are pleasant to walk in, with
trees and other plants. These white 'sunflowers'
provide shade - and capture solar energy.
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